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Abstract: The Hilbert parameters instantaneous power
(IP) and frequency (IF) designate morphological and
topographical characteristics of rolandic spike activity.
The typical spatial distribution of IP can be utilized for
classification of topographically different spike types by
Neural Networks (NN). The sensitivity of the NN for spike
classification was about 98Vo. Spike classes correspond to
the results of visual analysis of potential distribution.

recordings were processed. The band pass selection (4-30H2)
is an essential precondition for the estimation of instantaneous

frequency

t5l and can be realized by the

negative peak

INTRODUCTION
Morphological and topographical analysis of rolandic
spike activity by sequential EEG mapping or dipole analysis

were often used to characterize this

epileptoform

or to distinguish between patients showing
rolandic spike activity with or without epilepsy |,2).
Therefore, for spike detection and classification, the
quantitative study of the morphology and the spreading of
time-dependent changes of the focus of spikes plays an
graphoelement

important role.

Spike activity is designated by characteristic time courses
of the parameters instantaneous power and frequency [3]. The
authors have shown that spike activity can be modelled as a
time-limited amplitude and frequency modulated wave which
can be demodulated into the time courses of the instantaenous
parameters on the basis of the Hilbert transformation. They
utilized these parameters for spike detection and description
of time dependent changes in potential distribution during the
occurrence of spikes.
The aim of our study was to analyze the spike describing
characteristics of the Hilbert parameters during rolandic spike
activity and their utilization for spike classification by means
of artificial neural network classifiers.

METHOD

Hilbert

transformation algorithm.
To define an objective and comparable starting point for
spike analysis we utilized the global field power (GFP).
During the occurrence of spikes clearly peaks of GFP are
observed. The first one coincides with the first prominent

of the spike complex. This time point was

chosen for comparison of different spikes and to define the
time window for parameter extraction.
The Artificial Neural Network (l.IN) used for topographic
classification was a multilayer network (error
backpropagation; learning rate 0.02; momentrum term=0.2).
The network stucture was created empirically (input layer: 17
units which corresponds to the number of electrodes, one
hidden layer: 12 units; output layer: 9 units according to the

visually classified pattern groups). Before training

each

feature vector (instantaneous power map) of the set was
normalized between values one and zero (one: maximum;
zero: minimum value of each map). 7 classes of typical power
distributions of rolandic spikes at the time of the first
maximum of GFP and, in addition, one class of the commonly
known influences of EMG interferences and alpha activity
were used as the target structure (= 9 outputs).
The NN was trained by

l0

instantaneous power maps per

class which are representative for each pattern class. Only
data from 5 patients were integrated into the training set. Data
from the 5 patients remaining (TSl) and the averaged spikes
of 17 patients (TS2) were used for classification tests. TSI
includes 8 examples of each pattern class (56 spikes/I6 non-

spikes) which were visually selected from long-term
recordings according to the patterns of the training set. TS2
contains the instantaneous power maps of averaged spikes at
the time of the first maximum of GFP. Each representative of
the test sets was normalized between the minimum

Materials. Periods of 10 minutes from

long-term

of l0 children with BREC, 8 males and 2 females
(6-10 years of age) and 17 averaged EEG segments
containing the most prominent rolandic spike (N=20-154)
from children with BREC were investigated. The averaging
procedure was performed by one of the authors according to

and

maximum value of the map.

recordings

morphological and topographical criteria.
The EEG recordings were carried out with 19 Ag/AgCl
electrodes located at the international 10120 positions plus an
electrode at Oz. The electrode impedance was kept below 5
kC). Linked ears served as a reference. For further analysis the
comrnon average reference was calculated and the data were

filtered (FlR-filter) within the Hilbert transform algorithm in
the pass band 4-30 Hz.
Methods. By means of on-line Hilbert transformation [4]
the courses of the instantaneous parameters of the EEG

RESULTS

Firstly, for visually selected examples of rolandic spikes
in single channels the course of the Hilbert parameters was
compared with the parameter course of EEG background
activity. The following results can be specified for such
channels where the event occurs clearly (see fig. l). Rolandic
spikes are characterized by higher magnitudes for the course
instantaneous power [C] and by low variance for the time
course of instantaneous frequency tD] compared to the

of

surrounding background activity. The smooth course of
instantaneous frequency is designated by low values of the
second derivative of the signal[F]. In addition, the course of
instantaneous frequency shows only values between 7-18 Hz
during the spike event[E].
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Figure 1 Characteristic parameters of rolandic spikes which
can be used for spike detection in single channels. Vertical
lines indicate the analysis interval (dt=60ms).

was about 98Vo. The classification result of TS2 (averaged
spikes of 17 patients) is shown in Table l.

Tablel. Results of classification of 17 averaged spikes.
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All of the spikes were correctly classified (in accordance with
the visual classification).

The occurrence of spike events [B] is characterized by high
values of GFP tAl. S designates the possible threshold for
rough spike detection, empiricaly estimated according to the

arithmetic mean

of

GFP during

ls EEG background

activity.
Secondly, by analyzing the topographical characteristics
of the spatial distribution of the Hilbert parameters during
rolandic spike activity the following results were obtained:
Because the characteristic course of instantaneous frequency
could only be found in such channels the spike clearly occurs,
the topographical analysis is not usefull. The topographical
distribution of instantaneous power during spike activity is
characterized by a typical spatial pattern which is stable
within the whole analysis interval. In the background activity
of the EEG such a stable patterns of over 60 ms cannot be
observed. For a better recognition of changes of the pattern by
visual analysis, each map of the sequence was normalized
between the minimum and maximum value of the sample.
The power distribution during rolandic spike activity can be
classified according to local power maximums into 7 different
groups: class Kl - power maximum at the electrodes C3lP3,
class K2- T3lT5 orT3/C3, class K3- T3lT5 andF3/Fz, class
K4- C4lP4, class K5- T4lT6 or T4/C4, class K6- T4lT6 and
F4lFz and class K7- Cznz. Representatives of the typical
topographical power distributions of all spike classes are

DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate that instantaneous power and
be used for an efficient analysis and
classification of rolandic spike activity. Instantaneous power
frequency can

maps characterize the distribution of spike activity and the
spreading over time; instantaneous frequency the morphology
(waveform) of the epileptogenic graphoelement.

CONCLUSION

It can be shown that an automatic classification of
rolandic spikes by NN is possible. By means of such a
classification

the recognition scheme of

electroencephalographer can be complimented
separation of different spike types assisted.
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